Data and Policy Analyst
Starting asap.
Location: Brussels, Paris or home-based
Full-time or part-time

Do you love finding stories in data and want to apply your skills to do something meaningful
about climate change?
Over the last 10 years Sandbag has been compiling and using unique data sets to pour light
over one of the largest climate policies in the world: the European Emissions Trading Scheme
(EU ETS). We’ve won significant changes in policy as a result, including taking out excess
permissions to pollute and clamping down on the over use of international offsets. Now, as
carbon pricing starts to hit levels that make a difference and there is talk of extending the
cap to cover other sectors we are looking for a new analyst to help us increase Europe’s
efforts to decarbonise fully using strong price signals that drive private sector decision
making.
The Role
You’ll be working with Sandbag's team and be responsible for our data analysis - helping us
unveil evidence that will win further improvements to the most impactful climate policies in
Europe.
We use large publicly available data sets and curate and add to them to present previously
unnoticed facts and informed forecasts about what is working and what is not.
You’ll be working closely with our campaigners to get our arguments in front of decision
makers and stakeholders, so we win more campaigns.

Core tasks
•
•
•
•

Develop a detailed understanding of the EU ETS
Maintain and improve our databases and modeling tools
Create and run scenarios relevant to the policy agenda
Contribute to related press releases, briefings and reports

Must Haves
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•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrated interest in and commitment to fighting climate change
Perfect knowledge of MS Excel, R, databases, data visualization tools
Analysis skills: ability to use evidence in a structured way
Demonstrated (English) writing skills with ability to communicate complex concepts
simply
Delivery-focused self-starter, yet able to collaborate effectively.

Helpful To Haves
•
•
•

Knowledge of the EU ETS
A degree in economics
European foreign languages

To apply:
Please submit a covering letter and CV to contact@sandbag.be asap.
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